[DECENT]

Xposure

[the AUBL guide to getting naked @ a gig venue near you]

THE FORUM
Insert
foto here >

WHERE’S IT @? Skene Street, next to… nowhere in particular. Opposite the Central

Library, I suppose.
WHAT LIKE? Strange. Looks like a set from Tomb Raider that didn’t quite make the final

cut. So it must be bad then, heh heh. Or perhaps it just needs Angelina Jolie in it to give
the place a bit more… definition? The hall is big. The stage is bigger still. Why can’t
Blink-182 come and play here?
WHAT CAN I EXPECT?

Gigs here are few and far between, though there are some

notable exceptions – remember the Earthtone9 gig? Of course not, you weren’t there,
were you! Some band called Sulphur also played recently; there was probably no one
there either. Note to promoters: Don’t book this place!
SO WHAT’S IN IT 4 THE BANDS THEN?

The joy of playing in an enormous cauldron

of a building, a place where Indiana Jones lurks behind every corner and Nazis have just
enough time to shout ‘Schnell!’ before they’re shot to pieces. Can you tell that I’ve run
out of things to say by now? If you really want to know more about The Forum, go read
the Earthtone9 review on AUBL. Or better still, leave the house for some fresh air and go
and actually look at the place.
THE (FUCKING)

A; This is the last Xposure review, so I’m feeling all happy, like a kid

who’s allowed to stay up and watch TV because he’s done his homework.
WHY WOULDN’T

U? Take all your friends and put them in The Forum. Then take

their friends and their mums and their friends’ mums. (But not their dads, OK?) Is the
place looking full yet? Thought not. Have you even filled the first three rows? Oh dear,
looks like your music is gonna be bouncing around an empty hall. And guess what else?
You suck! Ha ha ha ha ha ha! [Echoes eerily off the walls]
THE

BOTTOM

LINE: :o) :o) (out of 5)

